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The orthogonal nature of different orbital angular momentummodes enables information transmission in optical communications
with increased bandwidth through mode division multiplexing. So far the related works have been focused on using orbital
angular momentum modes to encode/decode and multiplex point-based on-axis signals for maximum data channel numbers and
capacity. Whether orbital angular momentum modes can be utilized to encode/decode off-axis signals for multiplexing in two-
dimensional space is of significant importance both fundamentally and practically for its enormous potential in increasing the
channel information capacity. In this work, a direct use of orbital angular momentum modes to encode/decode and multiplex two-
dimensional images is realized in a scalable multiview display architecture, which can be utilized for viewing three-dimensional
images fromdifferent angles.The effect of off-axis encoding/decoding and the resultant crosstalk betweenmultiplexed different two-
dimensional views are studied. Based on which, a color display of good image quality with four independent views is demonstrated.
The resolution of the decoded images is analyzed and the limitation of this approach discussed. Moreover, a spatially multiplexed
data communication scheme is also proposed with such a two-dimensional encoding/decoding approach to significantly enhance
the data transmission capacity in free space for future data communication needs.
1. Introduction
Different techniques have been investigated in order to
display a three-dimensional (3D) image, through direct
image reconstruction using light fields [1] and holographic
methods [2, 3]. Alternatively, a 3D image can be mimicked
by displaying appropriate discrete two-dimensional (2D)
images. Layer-based methods [4] project multiple 2D images
at depths of a 3D image, while stereoscopic displays [5] and
multiview displays [6] project discrete 2D images viewed at
different angles. Stereoscopic 3D displays benefit from the
convergence cue of human vision and deliver two images
to the two eyes. Among them, those based on polarization-
division multiplexing [7] are limited fundamentally to two
views because the information is encoded with one of the
two orthogonal polarization states. For those color-interlaced
(anaglyph) displays [8], the images have to be encoded
for the left- and right-eyes separately with two different
near-complementary colors. Time-multiplexed stereoscopic
displays utilize the visual persistence of vision [9] and display
two images sequentially for two eyes, respectively. However,
the number of full-resolution views that can be projected
at the same time is limited due to the physical properties
of polarization and anaglyph. Similarly, multiview displays
which use time-sequential [10] or spatial multiplexing [11, 12]
approaches for separation of different images suffer from
the trade-off between image resolution and number of views
projected simultaneously. All these approaches intend to
deliver sufficient amount of information, which is also of
interest in a more general context.
As an additional degree of freedom, orbital angular mo-
mentum (OAM) of light in theory allows encoding/decoding
andmultiplexing/demultiplexing virtually unlimited number
of channels in communications [13–16]. Transmitting, ren-
dering, and delivering information may also benefit from
the theoretically unlimited number of orthogonal OAM
modes [17] as communications do. Such information can
be 2D images for multiview displays. It was recognized that
laboratory light beams having spiral phase with 𝑙 intertwined
helices in unit wavelength possess an OAM of 𝑙ℏ per photon,
where 𝑙 is the OAM mode index [18]. The phase dislocation
and on-axis phase singularities of OAM beams open a dark
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region on the beam axis with zero real and imaginary parts
[19, 20]. Because of the orthogonality at the beam axis, OAM
beams have been used to encode and decode point-based
data with either the on-axis amplitude [13–16] or the mode
of an OAM beam [21]. This approach has been extended to
encode and decode 2D images by using a pixelated array of
OAM modes [21], where a 2D was deciphered into an array
of pixels and each pixel was treated as an on-axis point to be
encoded and decoded by a spatially separatedOAMmode. By
creating an array of OAM beams, encoding and decoding of a
2D image rendered as 9x9 pixels with all the pixels deciphered
simultaneously were demonstrated [22, 23]. However, the
information encoded here with OAM is fundamentally on-
axis and, therefore, point-based and it will be extremely
difficult to scale up this approach for the applications of high
resolution 2D images.
In order to develop a practical approach to encode/
decode 2D images using OAM modes, coding of not only
the on-axis point but also all the off-axis points should
be considered. Recently, we investigated mathematically the
general situation of encoding and decoding 2D information
with OAM beams [24, 25]. Large dark regions introduced by
large OAM modes suggest that 2D images can be decoded
and spatially separated from vortices [24]. Furthermore, we
showed that an off-axis point can be encoded/decoded by
an OAM spectrum instead of a single mode [25], similar to
the case of misaligned OAM beams [26, 27]. Consequently,
it is possible to use some carefully chosen OAM modes
to encode/decode as well as multiplex/demultiplex 2D view
images comprising both the on-axis point and off-axis points.
Here, we propose the use of OAM modes to
encode/decode and multiplex 2D images and demonstrate it
in a novel multiview display architecture which is capable
of delivering high quality color images for viewing three-
dimensional (3D) images fromdifferent angles. Experimental
setup is constructed to demonstrate its performance for four
independent views, with the largest coded OAM mode of 12
and an effective coding area of 800 𝜇m. This breaks the limit
of conventional two-view autostereoscopic displays using
polarized lights. Our experiment confirms the possibility of
increasing information coded with OAMmodes from point-
based to 2D with predictable and controllable crosstalk,
which is in good agreement with our theoretical analysis.
The use of OAM modes to encode/decode and multiplex 2D
information in free space optical data communication is also
proposed to significantly enhance the data transmission rates
for future demands.
2. Results
2.1. Encoding 2D Images with OAM Spectra. Figure 1(a)
illustrates schematically the proposed multiview architecture
based on coding/decoding multiple 2D view images with
OAM beams. Information of 2D images viewed from dif-
ferent angles of a 3D image is carried by the multiplexed
view-coded OAM beam, where each image is modulated
by a helical phase plate which has a unique number of
intertwined helices and handedness. A 2D image consists
of the on-axis point and multiple off-axis points. In a view,
the on-axis point of an image is coded with the OAM mode
of the light beam as that in conventional cases [13, 16, 21–
23]. OAM of light is defined with respect to an arbitrary
axis [27]. When defined with respect to an off-axis point, an
on-axis OAM beam can be regarded as superposition of an
infinite set of off-axis OAMmodes with different modes [25].
Encoding/decoding an off-axis point is encoding/decoding
an OAM spectrum comprising a set of OAM modes which
are symmetrical with respect to the on-axis OAM mode
(Figure 1(b)).
Unlike perfectly aligned OAM modes for on-axis cod-
ing, encoding/decoding off-axis points for multiplexing can
introduce crosstalk. On the condition that the OAM spectra
encoded with any two different images are not sufficiently
separated, the overlapped components in the OAM spectra
result in crosstalk between the two images. Because most of
the energy in anOAMspectrum is focused close to the central
mode, separation of OAM spectra and effective coding area
to avoid crosstalk can be demonstrated by separation of the
central modes. Here intensities of the central component in
anOAMspectrumare experimentally resolved andmeasured
by encoding/decoding a ring (derivations in Materials and
Methods).
Firstly, a light feature of 50𝜇m-wide ring with a constant
off-axis displacement 𝛿 from the light axis (ring inner size𝛿1 = 400𝜇𝑚, and outer size 𝛿2 = 450𝜇𝑚) was experi-
mentally coded with different modes l, and the change of
intensity of the main component in an OAM spectrum versus
different on-axis coded modes l was studied (Figure 2(a)).
The intensity profiles of the imaging plane when 𝑙 = 6, 9, 18
are shown in Figures 2(a2)–2(a4), and their cross-sections
are shown in Figure 2(a5). The intensities create a circular
dark region in center, which can be regarded as useful coding
area to project an image. Radius of the dark region increases
with increased mode l, and maximum intensity decreases at
the same time. Experimental results of radius of the dark
region defined at 10% of the maximum intensity, and radius
at maximum intensities versus different modes l are plotted
in Figure 2(c1). A larger mode l, which suggests a larger
mode separation between any two of the multiple views in
our demonstration, is advantageous for reducing crosstalk in
twoways: (1) enlarging effective coding area and (2) spreading
the crosstalk energy over a larger area so that the amplitude
of crosstalk is low enough to make useful image stand out.
As the mode increases, the radius of peak intensity can
correspond to a different peak in a typical radial intensity
curve as shown in Figure 2(b5). Resultantly, radius of the
peak intensity increases in steps. Figure 2(c2) confirms energy
integrated over the imaging plane is conserved for l ≤ 20.
Angular resolution of the spiral phase profile imposed by
the liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS) spatial light modulator
(SLM) is limited by the large pixel size, and generating OAM
beams with larger mode indices is more problematic. In an
OAM spectrum, change of weights of the other components
versus different modes lmimics that of the main component.
Taking the less dominant components into consideration, the
theoretical effective coding area for a range of differentmodes
l can be found in [25]. The fact that the radius of the central











































Figure 1: Encoding/decoding images with different OAMmodes for multiview displays. (a) Schematic illustration of multiview display using
OAMmodes for a 3D object. (b) Schematic of the resultant OAM spectra as an effect of encoding a 2D image.
suggests that the effective encoding area increases at the same
time.
Secondly, light features with different constant off-axis
displacements (i.e., different ring sizes) were coded with the
same mode “l=6”, and the position and intensity of crosstalk
raised in the imaging plane were studied (Figure 2(b)). The
width of the rings was 100 𝜇m, and ring sizes of them
were “𝛿=0, 450, and 900 𝜇m”, respectively. In the imaging
plane, intensities profiles are shown in Figures 2(b2)–2(b4)
and the radial intensities are plotted in Figure 2(b5). For
completeness, Figure 2(d) shows the calculated cross-sections
for the rings with other off-axis displacements 𝛿, where the
rows agree with measured radial intensities. The red dotted
line shows a minimum inner radius of the crosstalk term
defined at 10% of the maximum intensity. The white dashed
line shows the radii themselves. For encoding/decoding
an image having multiple points with a range of different
displacements, an effective coding area within which any
points in the reconstructed image are placed can be suggested
by the triangle formed with the white dashed line and the red
dotted line. Encoding/decoding points with displacements
smaller than the effective coding area are advantageous to
keep low crosstalk. When |𝑙| increases, vertex of the triangle
would move toward the top right and the effective coding
area would increase. In the effective coding area, peaks of
the crosstalk term occur where there is discontinuity in the
encoded image, and those peaks were used for the edge
detection in microscopy [28, 29].
2.2. Decoding Multiplexed OAM 2D Images. Experimentally
we encoded/decoded images imprinted on chrome masks
with helical phase l𝜑 imposed by spiral phase plates (SPPs)
[17, 30, 31] and LCOS spatial light modulator SLM [17, 32, 33],
where l is the OAM mode index annotating the handedness
and number of helices of the phase front, and 𝜑 is the angular
coordinate in a cylindrical coordinate system. Blocked letters
“u”, “a”, and “s” with transparent background were encoded
with groups of encoding OAMmodes “len=-8, 1, 8” and “len=-
7, 1, 8”, respectively. TheOAMbeams containing information
of the encoded images were multiplexed and decoded using
the experimental setup shown in Figure 3(a). A blazed grating
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Figure 2: Validation of 2D encoding theory. (a) Measured intensity of the central component in an OAM spectrum by coding an on-axis
light feature of 50 𝜇m width with a constant off-axis displacement 𝛿 (i.e., ring radius) of 0.425 mm using different on-axis OAM modes:
(a1) l=0 (original image), (a2) l=6, (a3) l=9, (a4) l=18, and (a5) radial intensities of Figures 2(a2)–2(a4). (b) Measured intensity of the central
component by coding a light feature of 100 𝜇mwidth with different constant off-axis displacements from the axis of a given OAMmode: (b1)
original image of the point at 𝛿1=0 without OAM coding, (b2) a point at 𝛿1=0 coded with mode l=6, (b3) a ring with 𝛿2=0.45 mm coded with
mode l=6, (b4) a ring with 𝛿3=0.9 mm coded with mode l=6, (b5) radial intensities of Figures 2(b2)–2(b4). (c) Measured light intensity of
the central component as a functional of radial distance r from the on-axis point for different modes l: (c1) radius defined at 10% and 100%
of the peak energy and (c2) the relative energy to the input maximum. (d) Calculated radial intensity of the central component for different
off-axis displacements.
the three encoded view images was extracted at a time by
the use of a programmable LCOS SLM, which displayed
a spiral grating consisting a blazed diffraction grating [34]
with a forked dislocation and imposed spiral phase onto the
diffraction order [13, 17].
When the decoding OAMmode index lde matched one of
the encoding OAMmode indices len so that “len + lde =0”, the
interrelated view image was extracted. Encoded with modes
“len=-8, +1, and +8”, the extracted images are shown as fol-
lows: Figure 3(b2) shows the three extracted images decoded
at the first diffraction order when the OAM mode index of
the spiral grating was “lde=+8, -1, and -8”, respectively, and
Figure 3(b3) shows the extracted images encoded/decoded
withmodes∓7,±1, and ±8. For comparison, images diffracted
by a blazed grating (without encoding/decoding) are present
in Figure 3(b1). In general the quality of a decoded image
depends on the OAM mode range used in the encoding
and decoding process. Its off-axis points can be affected
significantly by the overlapping components in the OAM
spectrum from images of other channels which are encoded
with adjacent OAM modes. Using an OAM mode further
away from the other chosen OAMmodes can help to improve
the quality of the decoded image and minimize its deviation
from its original image. Therefore, it is important to balance
mode separation for different images for optimized image
qualities.
To analyze image quality, intensity at the horizontal
cross-sections of the decoded characters “u” are plotted and
compared in Figure 3(c1), and their sharpness calculated
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Figure 3: Images decoded from a multiplexed OAM beam and their qualities. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Experimental intensity profiles of
images: (b1) diffracted by blazed grating, (b2) reconstructed images encoded and decoded by modes l=∓8, ±1, ±8, (b3) reconstructed images
encoded and decoded bymodes l=∓7,±1, ±8. (c) Image quality evaluated by normalized intensity variation of the character “u” in Figure 3(b):
(c1) horizontal intensity variation and (c2) sharpness calculated from Figure 3(c1).
Figure 3(c2). The outer edges at x1 and x2 were cut by a
circular aperture and less sharp compared with the other
edges which were more related to edges on the image masks.
The extracted images encoded/decoded with modes either
“l=∓8, ±1, ±8” or “l=∓7, ±1, ±8” kept sharp edges compared
with the projected image without encoding/decoding. How-
ever, energies of the other views went to a circular pattern
surrounding the extracted image, and the bright part had
lower intensity after normalization. Crosstalk introduced by
the other views made the dark part brighter. Image contrast
of “l=∓8, ±1, ±8” is better than that of “l=∓7, ±1, ±8”,
which is consistent with the fact that the larger the mode
separation, the smaller the crosstalk noise. Increasing the
mode difference among views and improving the alignment
may better separate the encoding and decodingOAMspectra,
decreasing the imperfectness.
The experimental setup decodes off-axis points with on-
axis OAM spectra via convolving any point in the encoded
image with an off-axis OAM beam (derivations in Materials
and Methods), where the term “off-axis OAM” means a
nonzero displacement between the OAM’s own cylindrical
symmetry axis and the experimental system axis. With
reference to the experimental system axis, an off-axis OAM
beam can be regarded as an on-axis OAM spectrum which
consists of a number of different on-axis OAM modes [25].
A small circular region displaced at different positions was
used to represent a point and coded with OAM modes.
Figure 4(a) shows typical intensity profiles when an off-axis
point is encoded with an OAM mode. Having encoded a 50-𝜇m point at different off-axis positions with the same on-
axis OAMmode, the intensity distribution remains the same
but its position is shifted depending only on the location
of the encoded point. Figure 4(b) summarizes normalized
intensities of the intensity profiles for a range of different
modes l when off-axis points with different lateral positions
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Figure 4: Verification of the integrity of a light beam encoded by different OAMmodes on a 2D plane. (a) Shift-invariance demonstrated by
intensity profiles recorded at the imaging plane. (b) Shift-invariance validated for different modes: (b1) point encoded at the same polar angle𝜃 but a different displacement 𝛿 and (b2) the same displacement 𝛿 but a different polar angle 𝜃.
point was encoded at different lateral displacement, and in
Figure 4(b2), a 100-𝜇m point was encoded at different polar
angle.The fact that curves describing different off-axis points
coincide suggests the shift-invariance property remains for
different modes l. The process of the convolution employed
is therefore indeed shift-invariant.
2.3. OAM Multiview Color Display. Among the technologies
to pursue projection of realistic 3D images [2, 4, 35, 36],
autostereoscopic displays give 3D sensation without the need
for viewing glasses [37]. When the number of view images
is sufficient, multiview autostereoscopic displays mimic the
parallax generated by a realistic 3D object [38, 39]. Supported
by the theoretical unbounded state space of OAM, it is
possible to encode information of many 2D images and
construct an ideal dense multiview display.
To demonstrate the concept, we projected a dice con-
sisting of four view images which were decoded simultane-
ously (Figure 5). The multiplexed view-encoded OAM beam
contained information of the left, right, top, and bottom
views of a dice which were encoded with OAM modes
“len=-8, 0, +6, and +12”, respectively. Each of the encoded
view was decoded from a replication of the multiplexed
view-encoded OAM beam and reconstructed. Multiview of
a 3D dice could be projected when the decoded views were
directed toward the target position from the designed angles,
where the horizontal angles were ±20∘, and the vertical angles
were ±30∘. The view images were calculated and imprinted
on chrome masks, with the size of 800 𝜇m, and size of
the reconstructed view images was 4 mm. Crosstalk was
introduced mainly because of adjacent OAM modes used to
encode/decode different views. For example, in Figure 5(c3)
where the red image decoded by the mode “l=-6”, the major
crosstalk came from the adjacent OAMmode channel where
a blue image was encoded with “l=+12”.This can be improved
by encoding/decoding some of the images with OAMmodes
having larger topological charges and increasing mode sep-
aration. Recent advance in laser direct nanostructuring of
silica glass demonstrates optical elements generating OAM
modes of up to “l=100” [40], which can potentially allow
us to have larger mode separation and reduced crosstalk
practically.
Though phase plates are wavelength specific [17], color
images can still be encoded and decoded. Figure 5(e) presents
a white view image reconstructed by the combination of four
wavelengths coding the same view image, where a 632.8 nm
image was coded with modes “l=∓8”, a 532 nm image was
coded with the mode “l=0”, a 635 nm image was coded with
modes “l=±6”, and a 450 nm image was encoded with modes
“l=±12”.The first red channel of 635 nm has a lower intensity
than the second read channel of 632.8 nm in order to reduce
the crosstalk and achieve the final white image; therefore
Figures 5(e2) and 5(e3) appear similar.
2.4. Spatially Multiplexed OAM Modes. The 2D image-
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Figure 5: Multiview color display. (a) Right view at 532 nm: (a1) multiplexed OAM beam, (a2) original image without encoding/decoding,
(a3) decoded image. (b) Bottom view at 450 nm. (c) Top view at 635 nm. (d) Left view at 632.8 nm. (e)The same image encoded/decoded with
different wavelengths but with the decoded images overlaid: (e1) 532 nm only, (e2) multiplexing of 532 nm and 450 nm, (e3) multiplexing of
532 nm, 450 nm, and 635 nm, and (e4) multiplexing of 532 nm, 450 nm, 635 nm, and 632.8 nm.
can benefit a wide range of applications. Here we pro-
pose its use in spatially multiplexed data channels in free
space to significantly further expand the data transmis-
sion capacity. A schematic drawing of such an approach
is shown in Figure 6. By carefully positioning the fibre
array in 2D and choosing the appropriate OAM modes,
independent communication between different 2D fibre
arrays with minimum crosstalk can be realized. The use of
a single OAM phase plate for each 2D fibre array instead
of using it for each fibre in both the sending and receiv-
ing ends will be able to reduce the complexity and costs
enormously and make this scheme an efficient and viable
approach in high bandwidth data communication in free
space.
3. Discussion
The orthogonal nature of OAM beams possessing different
OAM mode indices makes them ideal to support additional
degrees of freedom in encoding and decoding information.
The Fourier relationship between OAM and the angular
position [41, 42] expands an off-axis OAM beam into an
OAM spectrum having weighted OAM modes, which sug-
gests an off-axis point can be encoded/decoded with an
OAM spectrum. Having proposed to extend conventional
point-based on-axis encoding/decoding to 2D based off-axis
encoding/decoding, we further suggest that 2D information
being encoded/decoded with a single OAM mode for multi-
plexing can be multiple levels rather than just a single bit as
black/white. We demonstrate the idea by encoding different
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Figure 6: Schematic of encoding, multiplexing, and decoding spatially separated data channels of individual fibre arrays with individual
single OAMmodes.
OAM modes with different 2D images. Central components
of OAM spectra are measured and analyzed, showing that
crosstalk between any two different views can be reduced
using sufficiently separated OAM modes or with a reduced
image size. Using carefully selected OAM modes, three 2D
images were encoded, multiplexed, and decoded with their
image quality unchanged.We then demonstrate the use of the
proposedmultiview color display architecture with four static
images and four wavelengths, to illustrate the reconstruction
of views of a 3D object at four different angles, which
breaks the two-view limit of the polarization multiplexing
scheme. Such a multiview static display can be extended
easily to a multiview video display by simply replacing the
static images in use with video images. Furthermore, it is
also possible to scale up the size of the images with larger
mode separation and scale up the number of views using
more OAM modes. A limitation of the approach lies in that
generating higher OAM modes is practically refined by the
pixel size of the LCOS SLMs or the accuracy of the SPPs
and there is trade-off between image size and number of
images for a given set of OAM modes. Mode number as
high as ±100 has been realized in silica glass [40]. To further
overcome such a limitation in encoding and decoding images,
it may be possible to generate even higher OAM modes
using metasurfaces [43]. Finally, the use of OAM modes to
encode/decode 2D information and multiplex them spatially
can be extended to a broader research applications, such as
free space optical data communications, where the capacity
of data transmission can be further enhanced enormously to
meet the future demand of ever growing data transmission
rates.
To optimize the mode selection for multiview color
display with more views and less parallax within a limited
range of OAM modes, the main concern in this case is
the crosstalk among different images. This is related to the
image size and mode separation: larger images and smaller
mode separation would have more crosstalk. For minimum
crosstalk on the image quality, consideration of the trade-off
between the image size and mode separation (or number of
views if absolutely necessary) is needed. Figure 2(c) illustrates
the relationship between image size and mode separation.
Suppose that we select the OAM modes from a base set of
{𝑙1, 𝑙2, 𝑙3, . . .} for different views and the separation between
any two modes is 𝑙i-j. From Figure 2(c) and related previous
results [25], the size of image that can be encoded/decoded is
a function of the mode separation: 𝑟i-j ∝ 𝑙i-j. Based on this set
of 𝑙i-j, the resultant number of images for a designed image
size is N ∝ 1/rdesign, where N is the number of 𝑟i-j > rdesign.
The appropriate OAMmodes from {𝑙1, 𝑙2, 𝑙3, . . .} are such that𝑟i-j > rdesign.
It is worth mentioning that the absolute amplitude or
intensity of encoded light beam does change during the
propagation. The information it carries in this case depends
on the image contrast, i.e., the spatial distribution of the light
intensity, rather than the absolute amplitude itself.The overall
change of the amplitude of a single OAM beam transmitted
over a long distance will have little effect on the amount of
the information it carries. In order to prevent information
deterioration, any optical components which may eventually
affect the output spatial distribution of light intensity are
avoided in the experimental setup.
4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Experimental Design. A uniform light beam was firstly
modulated spatially by a 2D amplitude image and then
encoded in an OAM mode by passing a SPP of a certain
order. Different OAM encoded beams were then multiplexed
spatially before they were split to different directions with
each decoded with a corresponding complementary SPP for
image reconstruction, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). Three
relay lenses were used in the light path. Sizes of encoded
images were selected based on size of dark regions of
OAM beams generated by the ordered SPPs. Size of the
dark region increases with OAM mode |𝑙| and confines
maximum size of images that can be encoded/decoded for
multiplexing (Figure 2). Intensity profiles of light beams
were recorded by a CMOS camera with 4928x3264 pix-
els and 23.6x15.6 mm at the imaging plane. The Figures
displayed in this study were cropped for the purpose
of demonstration. Experiments for Figures 2 and 4 were
repeated three times and the other experiments were repeated
more times. The results of the experiments were highly
repeatable.
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Light Sources. A 632.8 nm linearly polarized HeNe laser was
used in Figures 2–4.TheHeNe laser and 532 nm, 635 nm, and
450 nm laser diodes were used in Figure 5.
Generation of OAM Beams. We used SPPs in combination
with a blazed grating displayed on a LCOS SLM to impose
spiral phase and generate OAM beams. When Figure 5(d3)
was extracted, a 0∼2.1𝜋 blazed grating was used to reduce
diffraction efficiency of blue/green light so that crosstalk
introduced by the blue/green images was minimized.
Image Formation. The encoded images and testing targets
were chrome masks imprinted on glass, with a pixel size of
2 𝜇m. They were relayed using 4f system and then projected
using an imaging lens. At the imaging plane, we denote the
function of the projected image as tA.
Performing Convolution of the Encoded Image with the
Crosstalk Function. In Figure 3(a), suppose the distance from
the imaging lens to the plane, where the LCOS is placed, is
d1; the distance from the LCOS plane to the imaging plane is
d2; and the focal length of the imaging lens is f. The Cartesian
coordinate system of the LCOS plane is (𝜉,𝜂), and azimuthal
coordinate of the polar coordinate system of that plane is 𝜙.
TheCartesian coordinate system of the imaging plane is (x,y),
and the polar coordinate system of the imaging plane is (𝜌,𝜑).
Using the Fresnel diffraction [28], the complex field of the
imaging plane Ud2,l(x,y) can be written as a function of the
complex field just after the LCOS for plane Ud1,l(𝜉,𝜂)exp(il𝜙)
in that
𝑈𝑑2,𝑙 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑈𝑑1 (𝜉, 𝜂) exp[ 𝑖 (𝑘/2𝑑2) (𝑥
2 + 𝑦2)
𝑖𝜆𝑑2 ]
⋅ exp (𝑖𝑘𝑑2) × ∫ ∫∞
−∞
𝑈𝑑1 (𝜉, 𝜂) exp (𝑖𝑙𝜙)
⋅ exp [𝑖 𝑘2𝑑2 (𝜉2 + 𝜂2)] exp [−𝑖
2𝜋𝜆𝑑2 (𝑥𝜉 + 𝑦𝜂)] 𝑑𝜉𝑑𝜂
(1)
where 𝜆 is the wavelength, k is the wave number, and l is the
azimuthal mode (i.e., the OAM mode) of the overall spiral
phase imposed by the LCOS and SPP/SPPs. When the image
is encoded with mode l1 and decoded with mode l2, the
overall spiral phase imposed is “l=l1+ l2”. When “l=0”, no
overall spiral phase is imposed, and the encoded image is
projected, yielding
𝑈𝑑2,𝑙=0 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑈𝑑1 (𝜉, 𝜂) exp[ 𝑖 (𝑘/2𝑑2) (𝑥
2 + 𝑦2)
𝑖𝜆𝑑2 ]
⋅ exp (𝑖𝑘𝑑2) × ∫ ∫∞
−∞
𝑈𝑑1 (𝜉, 𝜂) exp [𝑖 𝑘2𝑑2 (𝜉
2 + 𝜂2)]
⋅ exp [−𝑖 2𝜋𝜆𝑑2 (𝑥𝜉 + 𝑦𝜂)] 𝑑𝜉𝑑𝜂 = 𝑡𝐴 (𝑥, 𝑦) .
(2)
Because of the shift-invariant property of the Fourier trans-
form and the convolution theorem, the complex field of
the imaging plane can be written as the convolution of the
encoded image with the crosstalk function so that
𝑈𝑑2,𝑙 (𝑥, 𝑦)
= 𝑡𝐴 (𝑥, 𝑦)
∗ ∫ ∫∞
−∞
exp (𝑖𝑙𝜙) exp [−𝑖 2𝜋𝜆𝑑2 (𝑥𝜉 + 𝑦𝜂)] 𝑑𝜉𝑑𝜂.
(3)
We define ∫ ∫∞
−∞
exp(𝑖𝑙𝜙) exp[−𝑖(2𝜋/𝜆𝑑2)(𝑥𝜉 + 𝑦𝜂)]𝑑𝜉𝑑𝜂 as
the crosstalk function of the system, which has been studied
in our previous work [25]. Here we use LG beams 𝐸𝑙(𝑥, 𝑦)
with OAMmode index 𝑙 and beamwaist 𝑤0 which affects size
of the dark area to model the crosstalk function. Figure 6(b)
shows the crosstalk function is shift-invariant.
Crosstalk between Two Views Is Dependent on the Mode
Separation. Suppose the first view is encoded with mode l1
and decoded with mode - l1. The second view is encoded
with mode l2. In the experimental setup, the view-encoded
OAM beams are multiplexed after encoding and sent to
decoding. In the first decoded view, the crosstalk introduced
by the second view is equivalent to the second encoded view
modulated by a total mode index “l = l2 – l1”.
Encoding/Decoding anOff-Axis Point Is Encoding/Decoding an
On-Axis OAM Spectrum. As indicated by (3), when tA(x,y)
is an off-axis point, the complex field at the imaging plane
is an off-axis crosstalk function, which we model by the use
of LG beams here. Suppose position of the off-axis point
at the coordinate system (x,y) is “x=x0”, “y=y0”, and its
position at the coordinate system (𝜌,𝜑) is “𝜌=𝛿”, “𝜑=𝜃”; then
the complex field is El(x’,y’) where “x’=x-x0” and “y’=y-y0”.
Written in the corresponding polar coordinate system (𝜌’,𝜑’),
the off-axis LG beams El(𝜌’,𝜑’) can be expanded back to the
original coordinate system (𝜌,𝜑) in that
𝐸𝑙 (𝜌󸀠, 𝜑󸀠) = ∞∑
𝑚=−∞
𝐵sgn(𝑙)𝑚 (𝜌, 𝜑) 𝐸sgn(𝑙)𝑚 (𝜌, 𝜑) (4)
where
𝐵𝑚 = √ |𝑙|!|𝑚|! (
√2𝑤0 )
|𝑙|−|𝑚| 𝜌−|𝑚| exp(− 𝛿2𝑤20)
⋅ |𝑙|∑
0
𝐶𝑛|𝑙|𝜌𝑛 (−𝛿)|𝑙|−𝑛 𝐼sgn(𝑙)(𝑚−𝑛)( 2𝜌𝛿𝑤20 ) exp [sgn (𝑙) 𝑖𝑙𝜃]
⋅ exp [sgn (𝑙) − 𝑖𝑚𝜃]
(5)
𝐸𝑚 (𝜌, 𝜑) = √ 2 |𝑚|!𝜋 1𝑤0 (
𝜌√2𝑤0 )
|𝑚|
exp(− 𝜌2𝑤20) exp (𝑖𝑙𝜑) (6)
and Im(x) is the mth-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind.
The derivation of the above OAM spectrum is similar to
that in [19], where an on-axis LG beam was expanded into a
set of weighted off-axis LG beams and the OAM spectrum is
symmetric with respect to the original mode l.
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Parameters That Affect the Imaging Plane When an Off-
Axis Point Is Encoded/Decoded. As indicated by (4)-(6),
complex field of the imaging plane when an off-axis point is
encoded/decoded can be affected with different total OAM
mode 𝑙 imposed, displacement of the off-axis point 𝛿, angular
position of the off-axis point 𝜃, and beam waist of the
modelled LG beams 𝑤0. Intensity of the imaging plane,
however, is not affected by 𝜃. All the parameters are the same
as that in the experiment, except for the beamwaist 𝑤0, which
is related to the beam size incident on the plane 𝑈𝑑1(𝜉, 𝜂)
(Figure 6(a)). The smaller the beam size, the larger the 𝑤0.
Measuring Intensity Distribution of the Central Component
in an OAM Spectrum by Measuring Intensity of the Imaging
Plane When a Thin Ring Is Encoded/Decoded. Suppose a thin
ring at 𝜌 = 𝛿 is encoded/decoded with a total spiral mode
index l, the resultant complex field at the imaging plane can be
summed/integrated over all of the off-axis crosstalk functions
generated by the off-axis points positioned at 𝜌 = 𝛿, with the
angular position 𝜃 = 0 ∼ 2𝜋, yielding
𝑈𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔,𝑙 (𝜌, 𝜑) = ∞∑
𝑚=−∞
𝑎𝐸sgn(𝑙)𝑚 (𝜌, 𝜑) ∫2𝜋
0
𝐵sgn(𝑙)𝑚 (𝜌, 𝜑) 𝑑𝜃
= 2𝑎𝜋 × 𝐵sgn(𝑙)𝑚 (𝜌, 𝜑) 𝐸sgn(𝑙)𝑚 𝜌, 𝜑󵄨󵄨󵄨󵄨𝑚=𝑙
(7)
where 𝑎 is amplitude of the ring. The central mode 𝑚 = 𝑙
in an OAM spectrum is also the main component when 𝛿 is
sufficiently small [19]. Equation (7) indicates that intensity of
the imaging plane when a ring is encoded/decoded is 4𝑎2𝜋2
times that of the central component (and the main one in our
experiment) of an OAM spectrum.
Data Processing. In Figure 1(b), decomposition of an on-
axis OAM beam into off-axis OAM spectra was achieved
by decomposing the Gaussian profile into weighted helical
profiles and decomposing the helical phase into weighted
modified Bessel functions [25].
In Figures 2 and 4, the origin of a coordinate system
was found by averaging central positions of horizontal and
vertical cross-sections. In Figure 2(c1), peak radius was the
radius atmaximum intensity and 10% radiuswas found at 10%
of maximum intensity.
In Figure 3(c1), sharpness of the edges was calculated by
dI/dx at intersections with green dashed line.
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